Sacroiliitis – early diagnosis is key
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Abstract: Sacroiliitis, inflammation of the sacroiliac joint (SIJ), may be associated with many rheumatic and nonrheumatic disorders. The diagnosis of sacroiliitis may be difficult in many patients, and awareness of its typical manifestations along with recognition of its diverse presentations and cognizance of the limitations of today’s imaging modalities are critical to good clinical practice. This review presents the didactic approach to the early diagnosis of sacroiliitis in patients with suspected axial spondyloarthritis and other nosologic entities, discussing also differential interpretation of information acquired from patients’ histories, physical examination, and imaging.
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Introduction
Sacroiliitis, inflammation of the sacroiliac joint (SIJ), is a primary manifestation of axial spondyloarthritis (AxSpA) and may be seen in many other rheumatic and nonrheumatic disorders as well (Table 1). As the symptoms of sacroiliac involvement at presentation are not specific, the diagnosis of sacroiliitis is heavily dependent on confirmatory imaging. The various imaging modalities, however, also have their limitations in both sensitivity and specificity, leading to inconclusive descriptions and reports in some patients. Thus, to arrive at good medical practice, one needs knowledge of the characteristic clinical manifestations of sacroiliitis together with recognition of its diversity in presentation and awareness of the limitations of the presently available imaging tools. This review provides a didactic approach to the early diagnosis of sacroiliitis in patients with suspected AxSpA, discussing differential interpretation of data acquired from patients’ histories, physical examination, and imaging.

Sacroiliac pain
Sacroiliac pain is the hallmark of SIJ involvement in the inflammatory process. Classical inflammatory back pain (IBP) of AxSpA is characterized by gradual onset and daily appearance of low back or buttock pain in young individuals, with typical prominence at night and associated stiffness upon awakening, usually with some amelioration after exercise. Based on these features, a variety of criteria for the differentiation of IBP/sacroiliac pain from the much more prevalent “mechanical back pain” have been suggested. However, criteria developed for purposes of classification, intended initially for inclusion of subjects into studies, may not apply in daily practice. As such, in a study...
of 322 patients with back pain, 113 of whom had AxSpA, the sensitivity of the predefined set of criteria composed of morning stiffness of >30 min, improvement by movement/not by rest, waking up in the second half of the night because of back pain, and improvement with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs was only 52.2%. Hence, exclusion of the diagnosis of AxSpA just based on failure to satisfy one or another set of IBP classification criteria may misdiagnose a large proportion of patients. Instead, the presence of even 1 or 2 IBP features, particularly if unexplained by an alternative diagnosis and especially when accompanied by other SpA-related features, such as enthesitis or psoriasis, should trigger further work up for SpA. Furthermore, limitation on the age of pain onset, set at 30 years by Berlin criteria and 40 years by the Calin and Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society (ASAS) criteria for IBP, should be applied cautiously in clinical practice, particularly in light of recent reports of late-onset SpA.

Of importance, it should be remembered that many patients with AxSpA, particularly at early stages of the disease, can present with atypical acute, intermittent or unilateral pain originating from the SIJ, which may be misinterpreted as secondary to a mechanical cause. In addition, while typical location of the sacroiliac pain is usually limited to buttock and lower lumbar regions, radiation to the groin, lower abdomen, trochanter, and even lower leg are reported in some patients. It is believed that diverse innervation of the SI region and involvement of adjacent structures, such as surrounding ligaments, with location of the disease process in different sites within the SIJ may be the reason for this variability in SIJ pain.

Physical examination of the SIJ includes joint palpation and provocation tests aimed to induce pain while stressing the SIJ. The 3 most frequently used provocation tests include the pelvis rock test, FABERE (Flexion, ABDuction, External Rotation, Extension), and Gaenslen maneuvers. During the pelvic rock test, a physician places his hands over patient’s iliac crests with thumbs held on the anterior superior iliac spines and then compresses the pelvis toward the midline. The FABERE test can provoke hip pain during the first 3 movements, but after the hip joint is stabilized by FABER, the Extention part, caused by the pressure over the flexed knee joint and the opposite anterior superior iliac spine, stresses the SIJ and can exacerbate SIJ pain. During the Gaenslen maneuver, a patient lies supine on the edge of the couch with both legs bent to his chest and then drops 1 extended leg down the side of the couch to a hip hyperextension position, exerting stress on the SIJ. These provocation tests can be sensitive enough to detect SIJ pain and can further confirm the diagnosis of SIJ disease but have low specificity and may lead to false-positive conclusions if unsupported by further investigations.

**Conventional radiography of sacroiliitis**

Traditionally, imaging of the SIJ starts with a roentgenogram (X-ray). However, changes of the SIJ seen on X-ray films are not sensitive or specific enough, at least in the early stages of sacroiliitis. It may take years of clinically evident disease until clear SIJ abnormalities become visible on conventional radiography in many patients with AxSpA. In these patients, the typical dynamics of changes start with ill-defined sclerosis adjacent to the joint line, which may become dense and extensive, particularly on the iliac side; irregularities of joint end-plates with erosions and widening of SIJ space follow and eventually convert to joint space narrowing with bridging and subsequent ankylosis of the joint. Nevertheless, the interpretation of X-ray films of the SIJ can be difficult and equivocal in SpA, particularly in its early stages. Even radiologists and rheumatologists experienced in the reading of X-ray films of SIJ demonstrate at best moderate agreement on the recognition of radiographic sacroiliitis. It should be remembered that only a minority of AxSpA patients presenting with new low back or sacroiliac pain will already have clear-cut radiographic sacroiliitis. On the other hand, confounding pseudoankylosis of the SIJ due to anterior bony bridges can be seen on posteroanterior radiographs in patients.
with diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis. Iliac and sometimes sacral triangular shaped sclerosis about the SIJ, which is the hallmark of osteitis condensans ilii can mimic the sclerosis of inflammatory sacroiliitis. Bone resorption resulting from hyperparathyroidism (primary or secondary) also needs to be differentiated from erosive changes related to SpA. Finally, unilateral sclerosis or erosions adjacent to SIJ in a patient with febrile disease and new back pain may be the presentation of subacute septic sacroiliitis.7

Radionuclide methods in the diagnosis of sacroiliitis
In a review published in 2008, the sensitivity of bone scintigraphy for detection of sacroiliitis in patients with AS was estimated at about 50% at best.8 The true negative scintigraphy in patients with back pain due to mechanical causes (specificity) was calculated as 78%, resulting in relatively low likelihood ratio of between 2.5 and 3 when scintigraphy was used for this diagnostic purpose, significantly lower than that of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), estimated as up to 10.4, depending on the MRI feature assessed.9 Of relevance, compared to the earlier, more inflammatory stages of disease, the yield of bone scintigraphy for the diagnosis of sacroiliitis is even lower at the ankylosis stage when SIJs are fixed or practically absent. On the other hand, concomitant use of single-photon emission computed tomography, able to confine the uptake area to the SIJ, can significantly improve the diagnostic performance of bone scintigraphy for sacroiliitis.10 In counterpoint, the use of radionuclide tools for the diagnosis of sacroiliitis with its radiation exposure for the diagnosis in young patients may be unjustified or even unethical, when MRI, a modality with no radiation exposure and higher sensitivity and specificity is available, and thus its use is not advisable in daily clinical practice. In general, it seems that patients with suspected acute, particularly infectious sacroiliitis can benefit most from the diagnostic abilities of bone scintigraphy for disease localization, while patients with a more indolent course should probably be referred to alternative means of imaging. It also should be remembered that the other noninflammatory conditions involving SIJ, such as osteitis condensans ilii or degenerative disease of SIJ can sometimes manifest with low-grade tracer uptake on bone scintigraphy, necessitating differential approach to the positive examination.

Computed tomography
Computed tomography (CT) is an excellent imaging modality offering great 3-dimensional, multiplanar, high-resolution images, and thus offers more sensitive, accurate and detailed information compared to plain radiography.11,12 However, since like bone scintigraphy, radiation exposure of CT is much higher compared to plain radiography, it is currently not advisable to use pelvic or spinal CT for diagnosis or follow-up evaluation of the structural SpA-related changes in the SIJs and spine.13

Still, many SpA patients undergo lumbar spine CT during their orthopedic low back pain workup process and, if present, valuable data can be obtained from that CT as the SIJs tend to be encompassed on routine CT examinations of the lumbar spine.14 Structural lesions seen on CT develop at the later stage of sacroiliitis and include erosions, sclerosis, and ankylosis, of which erosions are the most sensitive and specific for the diagnosis of sacroiliitis (Figure 1).15 The CT superiority in the detection of structural findings is especially important in the face of new emerging techniques such as low-radiation CT and dual-energy CT that may lead to a surge in the use of CT.16,17 Indeed, in comparison with low-dose CT as the gold standard, conventional radiography missed more than half of the patients and two-thirds of the joints with structural changes consistent with (radiographic) AxSpA on low-dose CT.16 In addition, low-dose, dual-energy CT has a promising role in detecting bone marrow edema (BME) of the spine and the SIJs.17 Currently, BME can only be detected by MRI, and the detection of this early sign of inflammation of AxSpA using a fast, readily available technique that does not jeopardize the health of young patients with its use of low radiation exposure, may completely change the imaging workup of patients with SpA.

Tomo synthesis, a method performing high-resolution limited-angle tomography at radiation dose levels about twice that of conventional radiography and almost one tenth that of a CT scan, has recently been reported as able to visualize morphologic changes in the SIJs not seen on plain radiographs.18

MRI
MRI of the SIJs and of the spine has revolutionized diagnosis of early SpA.

With its high contrast resolution, it is able to detect inflammation of the joints in its early stage before structural damage occurs (Figure 1). With potentially effective treatment to be used in a narrow window of opportunity for disease control, MRI was rapidly embraced as a dominant diagnostic tool and at the same time included into the classification criteria for AxSpA, becoming the cornerstone of SpA diagnosis. However, the use of BME as a single diagnostic tool, though easy to apply, has several inherent disadvantages. Mainly,
Minor BME may be seen in many clinical situations and even in healthy individuals, thus a certain threshold of BME and pattern recognition (ie, differentiating between specific disease entities based on the pattern of BME distribution along the joint) needs to be employed when diagnosing inflammatory sacroiliitis on MRI. Therefore, the potential for false-positive MRI diagnosis of sacroiliitis is relatively high, requiring experience and in-depth radiological experience of the MRI pattern of sacroiliitis and its differential diagnosis. The presence of characteristic structural lesions on MRI improves diagnostic accuracy and was therefore advocated as a consideration in the ASAS classification criteria update. No objective gold standard is available for the diagnosis of AxSpA and thus diagnostic accuracy of MRI for the detection of inflammatory disease is almost impossible to measure. On the one hand, diagnosis is based on expert opinion, and on the other hand, experts' opinions rely heavily on MRI results. The result is a relative low sensitivity and specificity of MRI for the diagnosis of SpA. Thus, this means that while MRI has an important role in the diagnosis of SpA, it cannot and should not be used as a solitary diagnostic tool and the data it supplies should be considered and integrated into the complex of all of a patient's clinical data.

Whole-spine (Figure 2) and whole-body MRI techniques have been added recently as radiological tools enabling screening of the entire spine and SIJ or the entire body for inflammatory involvement of joints and entheses. It is currently mainly used in research, while its clinical benefit for diagnostic and follow-up purposes needs to be evaluated.

**Imaging-negative sacroiliitis**

A clinician always feels more comfortable when the diagnosis, particularly the diagnosis of a condition where no unequivocal physical examination or laboratory test exists, will be confirmed by imaging. Sacroiliitis is a good example. Physical examination of a patient with sacroiliitis is never 100% diagnostic, as every manifestation of sacroiliitis can be mimicked by other pelvic or low back diseases. Conventional radiography is frequently normal in early sacroiliitis. Similarly, bone scintigraphy has low sensitivity, and MRI can miss up to one-third of the patients with AxSpA as well. With this data in mind, the exclusion of the diagnosis of sacroiliitis merely based on negative imaging would mean failure to diagnose about 30% of patients with early AxSpA as well. With this data in mind, the exclusion of the diagnosis of sacroiliitis merely based on negative imaging would mean failure to diagnose about 30% of patients with early AxSpA as well. With this data in mind, the exclusion of the diagnosis of sacroiliitis merely based on negative imaging would mean failure to diagnose about 30% of patients with early AxSpA as well. With this data in mind, the exclusion of the diagnosis of sacroiliitis merely based on negative imaging would mean failure to diagnose about 30% of patients with early AxSpA as well. With this data in mind, the exclusion of the diagnosis of sacroiliitis merely based on negative imaging would mean failure to diagnose about 30% of patients with early AxSpA as well. With this data in mind, the exclusion of the diagnosis of sacroiliitis merely based on negative imaging would mean failure to diagnose about 30% of patients with early AxSpA as well. With this data in mind, the exclusion of the diagnosis of sacroiliitis merely based on negative imaging would mean failure to diagnose about 30% of patients with early AxSpA as well. With this data in mind, the exclusion of the diagnosis of sacroiliitis merely based on negative imaging would mean failure to diagnose about 30% of patients with early AxSpA as well. With this data in mind, the exclusion of the diagnosis of sacroiliitis merely based on negative imaging would mean failure to diagnose about 30% of patients with early AxSpA as well. With this data in mind, the exclusion of the diagnosis of sacroiliitis merely based on negative imaging would mean failure to diagnose about 30% of patients with early AxSpA as well.

This approach is based on the presence of characteristic clinical and laboratory features of the disease allowing for...
diagnosis in the absence of any positive imaging of sacroiliitis in patients with enough indirect evidence of the disease.\textsuperscript{25} Accordingly, the 2009 ASAS classification criteria allow classification of patients with AxSpA without any imaging evidence of sacroiliitis.\textsuperscript{24} Of course, alternative diagnoses should always be taken into consideration during the diagnostic process, particularly in patients without direct disease evidence. In this regard, patients with clinical suspicion of sacroiliitis, but without confirmatory imaging or alternative diagnosis, invariably remain a challenge for a rheumatologist and necessitate repeated evaluations, which may sometimes eventually deliver the desired “proof.” A positive response to administration of a specific treatment agent, such as biologic agents usually effective in patients with AxSpA, can serve an additional piece of evidence for existence of the disease.\textsuperscript{26}
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